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Type Ia Supernova

+ 白色矮星の連星系。
+ 伴星は主系列星?赤色巨星? (single 

degenerate) 白色矮星? (double 

degenerate)
+ 伴星からの質量降着? 白色矮星同士の
衝突・合体?

+ チャンドラセカール質量に達する
と、熱核反応が暴走、爆発する。
+ standard(izable) candle



Type Ia Supernova

+ 非常に明るい。MB=-19.3mag

  - 遠方(z>1)でも観測可能
+ 光度曲線の形が似ている
  - Δm15, stretch, Δなどの光度曲線を表
すパラメータと最大光度に良い相関
  - 明るい超新星ほどゆっくり暗くなる。
+ すべての銀河タイプで発生
  - 重力崩壊型超新星は星形成銀河のみ
+ 宇宙膨張測定

!"型超新星

明るい：#$%&'()*+",+-."/
遠方でも観測可能

光度曲線の形
（ 0'123,4.,562 ）と最大光
度に良い相関

明るい超新星ほどゆっくり暗
くなる

すべての銀河タイプで発生

!"型超新星による宇宙膨張
測定
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!"型超新星による宇宙論
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Type Ia Supernova Cosmology
Supernova Cosmology Project (SCP)

High-Z Team

Supernova 
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Supernova 
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Type Ia Supernova Cosmology
+ advantage
 - 最大光度(=luminosity distance)の分散が小さい
 - 宇宙の幾何学だけに基づく宇宙(加速)膨張の直接測定
 - luminosity distance - redshift relation
 - 銀河や銀河団と比べて単一種類の天体なので単純
 - 0<z<1.5の広いredshift範囲で観測可能

+ disadvantage
 - dust extinction
 - evolution, metallicity依存性
 - 高精度な測光が必要
 - Malmquistバイアス
 - K-correction
 - 重力レンズ効果による増光



statistical/systematic errors
# z omega-m omega-l w

Knop+03
(SCP)

+11
~50 (total) 0.36-0.86 +0.07-0.06

+/-0.04 (※1)
-0.06+0.07
+/-0.04 (※1)

+0.15-0.20
+/-0.09 (※2)

riess+04
(High-Z Team)

+16
~157 (total) 0.2-1.6 +0.05-0.03

(※3)
-0.03+0.05

(※3)
+0.13-0.19

(※4)

Astier+06
(SNLS)

+71
+44 nearby 0.15-1.01 +/-0.042

+/-0.032 (※5)
+/-0.042

+/-0.032 (※5)
+/-0.090

+/-0.054 (※6)

Wood-Vasey+07
(ESSENCE) +60 0.15-0.70 +0.033-0.020

(※7) - +0.09-0.09
+/-0.13 (※8)

Kowalski+08
(Union Sample)

+~10 nearby
307 (total) 0.1-1.6 -

+0.027-0.029
+0.036-0.039 

(※9)

+0.059-0.063
+0.063-0.066

(※10)

Kessler+09
(SDSS-II SN)

+103
288 (total) 0.04-0.42 +/-0.019

+/-0.023 (※9)
+/-0.07

+/-0.11 (※9)

(※1): flat universe, w=-1を仮定
(※2): w=constantを仮定, +CMB+galaxy redshift distortion

(※3): flat universe, w=constantを仮定
(※4): +CMB+LSS
(※5): flat ΛCDM

(※6): flat universe, w=constant, +BAO
(※7): +BAO
(※8): +SNLS SNe Ia
(※9): flat, ΛCDM universe
(※10): +BAO+CMB



Type Ia Supernova Cosmology
+ advantage
 - 最大光度(=luminosity distance)の分散が小さい
 - 宇宙の幾何学だけに基づく宇宙(加速)膨張の直接測定
 - 銀河や銀河団と比べて単一種類の天体なので単純
 - 0<z<1.5の広いredshift範囲で観測可能

+ disadvantage
 - dust extinction
 - evolution, metallicity依存性
 - 高精度な測光が必要
 - Malmquistバイアス
 - K-correction
 - 重力レンズ効果による増光

systematic errorの素になる

dust extinction
       Av = Rv x E(B-V)

universal extinction law?

universal SN Ia color?



dust extinction correction
+ 最大のsystematic error

+ 統計errorとコンパラ
+ 「超新星固有の色」と「dustによるreddening」が縮退

1. dustの影響が小さい静止系でなるべく長い波長で観測したい
NIRでの超新星サーベイ

2. dustの影響が小さい環境の超新星を観測したい
楕円銀河超新星サーベイ
HST/ACSでのz>1銀河団サーベイ(Dawson+2009)

TEMPLATE DESIGN © 2008
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HST Cluster Supernova Survey
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The HST cluster supernova survey has resulted in numerous publications.  Here is a list of results that have been published or are about to be published..

Supernovae Science 
The Type Ia Supernova Rate in High Redshift Galaxy Clusters                                                                  Barbary et al. in prep.  (oral 343.03)
Constraining z>1 SN Progenitor Environments with HST Observations of Cluster Elliptical Galaxies    Meyers et al. in prep. (poster 461.02)
Absolute Calibration of the HST NICMOS F110W Using High-z Red-Sequence Galaxies                       Ripoche et al. in prep. (poster 462.01)
An Intensive HST Survey for z > 1 Supernovae by Targeting Cluster of  Galaxies                                    Dawson et al. 2009, AJ, 138, 1271
Subaru FOCAS Spectroscopic Observations for High-Redshift Supernovae Morokuma et al. 2009, arxiv:0911.1258
Discovery of an Unusual Optical Transient with the Hubble Space Telescope                                           Barbary et al. 2009, ApJ, 690,   
Rest-Frame R-band Light Curve of a z ~ 1.3 Supernova Obtained with Keck Laser Adaptive Optics       Melbourne et al. 2007, AJ, 133, 2709 

G ravitational Lensing
Discovery of a z=3.9 Multiply Imaged Galaxy behind the Cluster Lens WARPS J1415+36 at z=1.026   Huang et al. 2009, ApJL, 707, 12  (poster 461.03) 
HST Weak-Lensing Study of the Galaxy Cluster XMMU J2235.3-2557 at z=1.4                                      Jee et al. 2009, ApJ, 704, 672

Cluster Science 
The Beginning of the End: Pinpointing the Galaxy Cluster Red Sequence from 0.1 < z < 1.0                   Koester et al. in prep. (poster 602.23)
Multi-Wavelength study of XMMU J2235.3-2557 : The study of Massive Cluster at z > 1                       Rosati et al. 2009, A&A, 508, 583
Multiwavelength observations of a rich galaxy cluster at z = 1                                                               Santos et al. 2009, A&A, 501, 49 
Galaxy Morphologies and the Color-Magnitude Relation in XMM J2215.9-201 at z = 1.46                     Hilton et al. 2009, ApJ, 497, 436
Clusters of Galaxies in the First Half of the Universe from the IRAC Shallow Survey                              Eisenhardt et al. 2008, ApJ, 684, 905
The XMM Cluster Survey: The Dynamical State of XMM J2215.9-1738 at z = 1.457                              Hilton et al. 2007, ApJ, 670, 1000

Galaxy cluster examples from this HST cluster supernova survey.  Note the red-sequence galaxies show similar colors.  We monitored 25 clusters of 
galaxies and discovered more than 50 variable objects from which we identified 26 SNe Ia, 14 AGNs and 8 core collapse supernovae.   From the deep 
stacked images, we study the colors and morphologies of SN host galaxies (see Josh Meyers et al. poster: 461.01).

SNe Ia light curves for the 16 SNe Ia shown above. Images with the HST ACS F775W and F850LP filters are taken approximately once every 3
weeks in the observer-frame, which corresponds to a 7-10 day cadence in the rest-frame. Once a likely z > 0.95 SN Ia is identified in early-type host
galaxy, we obtain additional HST NICMOS F110W observations to further constrain the rest-frame B-V color. We use SALT2 for the light curve
fitting and adopt a revised NICMOS F110W zero-point.

A Hubble Diagram showing the Union2 sample (555 SNe Ia) together with the data (shown in red) from the HST Cluster Supernova Survey. These
data sets almost double the number of the supernovae at z > 1. The z > 1 SNe Ia that occurred in early-type galaxies are marked with small arrows on
either side. The inset shows constraints on the dark energy equation of state paramaters w0 and wa. The filled contours include statistical errors but not
systematic errors. The empty contours include both.

Constraints on the equation of state parameter, w(z), where w(z) is assumed to be constant in each redshfit bin. The results were obtained assuming a
flat universe for the joint data set of supernovae, BAO, CMB, and H0 and the width in w represents the 68% probability with and without systematic
errors (orange and yellow bars, respectively). The left panel is from UNION2 compilation (Amanullah et al. submitted to ApJ and see Rubin et al.
poster 461.01), and the right panel is UNION2 plus this cluster supernova data set. We reduce the statistical error for the 1 < z < 1.6 redshift bin by a
factor of two.

The redshift distribution of SNe discovered in our ACS program. The upper panel shows
the distribution of red-sequence galaxies that had SNe Ia, with the cluster members marked
with the letter . The asterisk indicates [OII] emission in the spectrum of a galaxy that
lands on the red-sequence and is morphologically an early type galaxy. The lower panel
shows the distribution for the other SN hosts. For z > 0.95, the number of SNe in cluster
galaxies (9) is comparable to the number of SNe in field galaxies (7).

The NICMOS F110W filter observations are very important for
the measurement of SNe Ia colors at z > 1. However, the
calibration of NICMOS at low count rates has proven to be
extremely uncertain. We have re-determined the NICMOS zero-
point using observations of high redshift cluster ellipticals (see
Ripoche et al. poster 462.01 for details).

Our preliminary results suggest that the F110W zero-point
differs from the standard zero-point by approximately 10%.

We report on results from the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) Cluster Supernova Survey with the Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS) (PI: Perlmutter;
see Dawson et al. AJ, 2009), where we introduced a novel approach to discover and follow high-redshift Type Ia supernovae (SNe Ia). With HST, we
monitored 25 massive galaxy clusters spanning the redshift interval 0.9 < z < 1.5. In total, 39 SNe of all types were discovered. Of these, 16 SNe Ia
have both lightcurves of sufficient quality and spectroscopic redshifts (obtained at the Subaru, VLT and Keck observatories) for use on the Hubble
Diagram. Eight of these half the sample - occurred in early-type galaxies. Using high-redshift clusters to find SNe Ia has two major advantages. First,
this is the most efficient way of finding supernovae at targeted redshifts, and second, SNe Ia in galaxy clusters are found primarily in early type
galaxies.

The largest astrophysical systematic uncertainty in using SNe Ia for cosmology stems from the nature of the color correction that is used to standardize
luminosities. The observed color of a SNe Ia is the sum of two effects: the intrinsic color and reddening by dust. By comparing subsets of SNe Ia that
are likely to be unaffected by dust (e.g., SNe Ia in early-type galaxies) with those in dusty environments, we can more accurately quantify the nature of
the correction and reduce the systematic error that is associated to it. Furthermore, early-type galaxies have simpler star formation histories and more
aged stellar populations than galaxies of other types, thus possibly leading to a more uniform progenitor population and a better SNe Ia standard candle.

Union2 +
HST Cluster SN (this work)

Riess et al (2007)

XMMU J129.4+0151 z=0.98 WARP J1415.1++3612 z=1.03

RCS022144-0321.7 z=1.02 XLSS J0223.0-0436 z=1.22

RCS022056-0333.4 z=1.03

RCS2319553+0038.0 z=0.91

RDCS J0910+5422 z=1.11 RDCS J1252.9-2927 z=1.23 XMMU J2235.3-2557 z=1.39
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I-band lightcurve template

I-band

Carnegie Supernova Project (CSP)
+ low-z (z<0.1)

- 100個のIa型, 100個のII型
- Swope 1-m: 可視近赤外の多色測光
- Dupont 2.5-m: 分光

+ high-z (0.2<z<0.7)
- 75個のIa型
- Magellan 6.5-m: 近赤外の測光
- 可視は他のプロジェクトから: 

SDSS, SNLS, ESSENCE

I-band Hubble diagram
- これまではrest-frame UBV

- systematic errorの解消へ: 

dust extinction, K-correction
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Rest-frame NIR observation
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光度曲線の形に対する最大光度の依存性がなくなる。
--> 補正の必要なし
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SNe Ia calibration and H0 1349

Figure 5. MB versus !m15(B) relation: filled circles indicate objects whose distances are given by Tully’s catalogue, open symbols are objects whose distances

are calculated from their recession velocity. The linear fit is weighted in both axes (Press 1992). (a) Only the galactic reddening correction is applied. Number

of objects used for the linear fit n = 73, dispersion " = 0.83. (b) Both Galactic and host-galaxy reddening corrections are applied. The outliers, marked with

a cross, are (from left to right, from top to bottom): SN 1996ai, which is characterized by high and not well-known reddening; SN 1986G, another highly

reddened event; SNe 1992K, 1999da, 1998de, 1991bg, which are peculiar subluminous events. The latter group seem to form a separate class and do not fit the

linear relation defined by all the others. n = 67, " = 0.31. (c) As the previous case, but selecting only SNe with E(B ! V ) < 0.1 and small errors (<0.2) in

!m 15(B). n = 26, " = 0.20, RB = 3.5.

Figure 6. Dispersion of the MB–!m15 relation for various values of RB.

The sample is the same as in Fig. 5(b). The filled square corresponds to

RB = 4.315. The minimum corresponds to RB = 3.5.

As a final test we plot MB–!m 15(B) for the subsample of 26 SNe

with E(B ! V ) < 0.1 and well measured !m 15 (!m 15 uncertainties

<0.2) (see also Phillips et al. 1999; Freedman et al. 2001). This

has two advantages: it gives a more homogeneous sample, and the

uncertainties related to the host-galaxy extinction correction are

reduced. The result, shown in Fig. 5(c), is a very tight relation with

dispersion " = 0.20.

A comparison of our results, reported in Table 2, with those ob-

tained from 26 SNe of the Calán/Tololo survey (Hamuy et al. 1996c)

shows that we find a slightly steeper slope: in the range 1.061 ±

0.154 to 1.102 ± 0.147, depending on the sample, compared with

0.784 ± 0.182 from Hamuy et al. (1996c). It is interesting to note

that the difference disappears if, as in Hamuy et al. (1996c), we

neglect the host-galaxy extinction correction (a = 0.855 ± 0.182).

The next step is to determine the zero point of the MB–!m 15(B)

relation by means of Cepheid-calibrated SNe.

Figure 7. Distribution of the host-galaxy extinction E(B ! V )host. Left:

SNe with recession velocity lower than 3000 km s!1; right: SNe with reces-

sion velocity higher than 3000 km s!1.

2.4 Effect of the metal content on the Cepheid distance scale

Classical Cepheids are fundamental primary distance indicators,

thanks to their characteristic Period–Luminosity (PL) and Period–

Luminosity–Colour (PLC) relations. Such relations, once cali-

brated, allow one to evaluate distances of the order of 3 Mpc from

ground-based observations and of about 30 Mpc from space ob-

servations (HST , Freedman et al. (2001) and references therein).

Moreover, the Cepheid distance scale constrains the evaluation of the

Hubble constant H 0 through the calibration of secondary distance

indicators. This implies that any systematic error on the Cepheids

as standard candles may affect the inferred extragalactic distance

scale and, in turn, the value of H 0.

In recent years, one of the most debated issues concerning the

extragalactic distance scale has been the possible dependence of

Cepheid properties on the chemical composition of the host stellar

C" 2004 RAS, MNRAS 349, 1344–1352

Altavilla+2004

rest-frame 可視 rest-frame 近赤外
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Space-based observations for SNe

宇宙望遠鏡
- 超新星のような点源の観測に向く
- 天気のファクターを考慮する必要がなく、超新星のようなタイミングが重要な
観測に向く

すばる1時間弱の積分 HST約15分の積分



SN Ia light curves
peak
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WISH SN Survey Strategies
+ Ultra-Deep Survey (UDS)

- 3-4バンドで28 mag AB

- 何回に分けてとるか?

- 最低N=5回
- 間隔は5days@rest x (1+z)

~10days@z~1程度
- できればrolling searchでN~20回
- N↑だと浅くなる
- visibilityとも深く関係。
- multi-band (最低3バンド)

N 限界等級 1 mag margin

1 28.0 27.0

2 27.6 26.6

5 27.1 26.1

10 26.8 25.8

20 26.4 25.4

Fig. 4.—Multicolor light curves of SNe Ia. For each SN Ia, multicolor photometry transferred to rest-frame passbands is plotted. The individual, best-fit MLCS2k2
model is shown as a solid line, with a !1 ! model uncertainty, derived from the model covariance matrix, above and below the best fit. [See the electronic edition of the
Journal for panels bYe of this figure.]

Riess+2007 (HST/ACS)



WISH SN Survey Strategies
N 限界等級 1 mag margin band (main) band (color) z_max

5 27.1 26.1 set3-f0,f1,f2,f3
set4-f0.f1,f2,f3

set3-f4,f5
set4-f4,f5 3.0

10 26.8 25.8 set3-f0,f1,f2
set4-f0,f1,f2,f3

set3-f3,f4,f5
set4-f4,f5 2.2

20 26.4 25.4 set3-f0,f1,f2
set4-f0,f1,f2,f3

set3-f3,f4,f5
set4-f4,f5 2.0

the higher-z, the better
と思えば↑となる。
が、そうでない考え方もある。

peak magnitudeN=20はvisibilityを考えると、何年かに分ける必要?
 20
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rest-frame 可視が観測波長へ
意外と暗くならない



WISH SN Survey Strategies

+ rest-frame B-band (“as high-z as possible”): color(B-R)の
ためにさらに長波長での測光が必要
- 分光ID: WISH/地上AO(8m, TMT)

- N=5回で1.0<z<3.0 (set3-f0,f1,f2,f3, set4-f0,f1,f2,f3)

- ~3 SNe Ia [day^-1 deg^-2] (z>1.5は2個) <-- 不定性大
--> peakをおさえようと思うと実質15 days分。
44 deg^2で2000 SNe Ia (~1200 SNe Ia @1.5<z<3.0)



WISH SN Survey Strategies
+ rest-frame I/i-band

- 分光ID: 可視分光でOK, highest-zはNIR(WISH or AO)分光
- N=5回で0.2<z<2.2 (set3-f0,f1,f2,f3 or set4-f0,f1,f2,f3)

- ~2.5 SNe Ia [day^-1 deg^-2]
--> peakをおさえようと思うと実質10 days分。80 deg^2で2000 SNe Ia

- N=10回で0.2<z<1.6 (set3-f0,f1,f2,f3 or set4-f0,f1,f2,f3)

- ~1.5 SNe Ia [day^-1 deg^-2]
--> peakをおさえようと思うと実質10 days間隔 x 6回分。22 deg^2で2000 SNe Ia

+ rest-frame H-band
- 分光ID: 可視分光でOK, highest-zはNIR(WISH or AO)分光
- N=5回で0<z<1.4 (set3-f2,3,f4,f5 or set4-f3,f4,f5)

- ~1.2 SNe Ia [day^-1 deg^-2]
--> peakをおさえようと思うと実質10 days分。167 deg^2で2000 SNe Ia

- N=10回で0<z<1.0 (set3-f2,3,f4,f5 or set4-f3,f4,f5)

- ~0.5 SNe Ia [day^-1 deg^-2]
--> peakをおさえようと思うと実質10 days間隔 x 6回分。67 deg^2で2000 SNe Ia



最遠の超新星スペクトル
Riess+2007

HST/ACS grism, ~15000? sec
z=1.36, 1.39

Morokuma+2010
Subaru/FOCAS, 22800 sec

z=1.35

No. 1] FOCAS High-z SN Spectroscopy 31

Fig. 13. (top): Spectrum of SCP06G3 at zgal = 0.962 (gray). The
sharp feature at 9300Å is a noise artifact from the processing of the
data and is not real. C.I. is 2. (bottom): Finding charts of SCP06G3.

22800 s. A second candidate, SCP06G4 (sub-subsection 3.3.5),
was observed in the same slitmask. SCP06G3 appears to
be associated with a galaxy that can be seen to the south of
SCP06G3 (see figure 13). A single strong emission line, which
we identified as [O II] from the host galaxy, led to a redshift
of zgal = 0.962. Weak Balmer lines and a weak 4000Å break
were also detected. The position angle of this slitmask was
optimized for SCP06G4, which meant that the slit could not
be set along the line joining SGP06G4 and the center of the
host galaxy. Also, the spectrum was taken 24 days after the
maximum light, so it consists mostly of light from the host
galaxy. For these reasons, this candidate could not be typed,
and C.I. was not assigned.
3.3.5. SCP06G4

The spectrum of SCP06G4 is shown in figure 14. It was
taken on 2006 April 22 and 23, and the total integration was
22800 s. SCP06G4 is well separated from the putative host
galaxy, which lies to the northeast of SCP06G4. The redshift
of the host is zgal ! 1.35 from Ca II H and K absorption lines
and the 4000Å break. A spectral fit to the host galaxy resulted
in a similar redshift, zgal = 1.350 (see section 4).

Although SCP06G4 is well separated from the host galaxy
in the ACS images, the SN spectrum was strongly contam-
inated by light from the host galaxy. Thus, we subtracted
a spectrum that was extracted from a location that was at the

Fig. 14. (top): Spectrum of SCP06G4 at zgal;fit = 1.350 (gray) and
the Hsiao Ia template at t = "1 day redshifted to zSN = 1.35 (black).
The C.I. is 3. (bottom): Finding charts of SCP06G4.

same distance from the galaxy center to the SN, but on the
other side of the galaxy. The host subtracted spectrum of
SCP06G4 is very noisy, and could be fitted with a SN Ib/c
template at t = "6 days redshifted to zSN = 1.36 or the Hsiao
Ia template at t = "1 days redshifted to zSN = 1.35. Host
galaxy subtraction using the BC03 templates also gave the best-
fitting result of t = "1 days redshifted to zSN = 1.35 (the upper
panel of figure 14). The light curve is consistent with that of
a SN Ia, and tsp matches tLC. The C.I. is 3. The classifica-
tion is supported by the characteristics of the host galaxy. The
morphology of the host is consistent with it being an elliptical
galaxy (J. Meyers et al. in preparation), and no [O II] emission
has been detected in the spectrum of the host.

SCP06G4 is the most distant spectroscopically confirmed
SN Ia in our sample, and the most distant spectroscopically
confirmed SN Ia using a ground-based telescope. The confi-
dence in the classification is similar to that which can be

Table 4.18 As in Riess et al. (1996), we require for robust fits of
light curves that SN photometry commence no less than 10 days
after maximum, although in practice degeneracies in light curve
fits for late-commencing SN Ia photometry are also alleviated by
flux limits from the preceding epoch (typically 3 weeks earlier
than the discovery point in the rest frame).

In Figure 6 we show the Hubble diagram of distance moduli
and redshifts for all of theHST-discovered SNe Ia in the gold and

silver sets from our program. The new SNe Ia span a wide range
of redshift (0:21 < z < 1:55), but their most valuable contribu-
tion to the SN Ia Hubble diagram remains in the highest-redshift
region where they now well delineate the range at z ! 1 with
23 SNe Ia, 13 new objects since R04. This territory remains
uniquely accessible to HST, which has discovered the dozen
highest-redshift SNe Ia known, and its exploration is the focus
of the rest of this paper.
In the inset to Figure 6 we show the residual Hubble diagram

(from an empty universe) with the gold data uniformly binned.
Here and elsewhere we use uniform, unbiased binning achieved
with a fixed value of n!z, where !z is the bin width in red-
shift and n is the number of SNe in the bin.19 In Figure 6 we use
n!z " 6, which yields seven bins for our sample. Although bin-
ning is for illustrative purposes in the Hubble diagram, there are

Fig. 5—Continued

18 Although a new version of the MLCS2k2 algorithm is currently under de-
velopment with an expanded training set (Jha et al. 2007), we used the same ver-
sion used by R04 to maintain, as far as possible, a consistent and tested process to
measure all available SN Ia data. However, tests comparing the R04 and Jha et al.
(2007) versions of the algorithm showvery good agreement when applied to high
quality data. In addition, we have found and corrected a minor numerical error in
our calculation of K-corrections, which affect a few SNe Ia at the few percent
level. In the future it will be valuable to reanalyze all available data consistently
with continually improving algorithms, and wewill attempt to provide updated dis-
tance estimates using updated versions of data and algorithms at http://braeburn
.pha.jhu.edu /#ariess/R06, or on request to ariess@stsci.edu.

19 The last bin ends abruptly with the highest-redshift SN; thus, its n!z $
value is smaller than the rest.
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WISH grism spectroscopy for SNe

SiII: Iaに固有なfeature
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- 0.8-1.6µmくらいをカバーしたい
- z<1は地上可視でOK

- 1<z<1.5も地上可視で観測可能(Riess+2004, 

Morokuma+2010)だが夜光が強くギリギリ。
- 天気のことも考えると、z>1はスペースから
ベター(+地上からAO分光)
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+ R~50-100程度でOK

+ 限界等級は?

+ backgroundを考慮して波長範
囲を最適化する必要?
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SN rate (Ia & Core-Collapse)
+ Ia

- 親星(progenitor system)さえわかっていない。
- single degenerate and/or double degenerate
- [SN Ia rate]
　= [母銀河星質量に比例する成分] + [母銀河星形成率に比例する成分]

- SN Ia母銀河の詳細な性質: metallicity, 星質量、星形成率 (Sullivan+2006)

- delay time distribution: 星形成からIa型超新星爆発までの遅延時間 (Totani+2008など)

- 連星系の伴星の直接探査 (Ihara+2007), 白色矮星連星系探査(SPY; Napiwotzki+2001)

- metallicity effect: high-z Ia型超新星rate (Kobayashi & Nomoto 2008), z>1.5で増?減?

- dusty (missing) fraction
+ core-collapse

- IIn (very bright) SN at z>2 (Cooke+2009)
- dusty SN search?
- 重力レンズで増光された超新星

(z>2; Stanishev+2009)
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Figure 13. Present supernova rates per K-band luminosity (upper panel) and per
mass (lower panel) against the morphological type of galaxies for SNe II (blue
dashed line), Ia (red solid line), and Ibc (green dotted line). The observational
data is taken from Mannucci et al. (2005) for SNe II (open circles), Ia (filled
circles), and Ibc (crosses).
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

agreement with the observed SN Ia rates. In our SN Ia models,
there are two types of progenitor systems; The SN Ia rate is larger
for later-type spirals, which is due to the young population of
the MS+WD systems. The slope of the SN Ia rate against the
galaxy type is flatter than that of the SN II and Ibc rates, which
is due to the old population of the RG+WD systems.

The observational data are taken from Mannucci et al.
(2005), where the adopted mass-to-light ratios are M/LK !
0.8, 0.7, 0.5, and 0.4 for E/S0, S0a/b, Sbc/d, and Irr in their
Table 2. In our models, the “stellar” mass-to-light ratios are
M/LK ! 1.29, 1.14, 1.07, and 1.03 for S0a/Sa, Sab/Sb, Sbc/
Sc, and Scd/Sd, which are !2 times larger than their ratios.
This difference might come from the difference in the IMF. We
thus plot the observational data multiplied by a factor of 2 for
the rates per mass.

Figure 14 compares the galactic supernova rates for different
SN Ia models.

1. In the DD model (green short-dashed line), the lifetime of
the majority of SNe Ia is short, no large difference between
the SN II and Ia rates is seen in the trend against the galaxy
type, which is not consistent with the observations.

2. The MR01-like model (blue long-dashed line) and our SD
models (red solid line and cyan dotted line) give almost the
same trends, regardless of the metallicity effect, as far as
the lifetime distributions in this work and K98 are applied.

4.3. Cosmic Supernovae Rate

Galaxies have various timescales for star formation and
chemical enrichment, and the occurrence of SNe Ia depends
on the metallicity therein. Therefore, we should calculate the
cosmic supernova rate by summing up the supernova rates
in spirals and ellipticals with the ratios of the relative mass
contribution in the Universe (see K00 for the detail). As in
Figure 6 of K00, the resultant cosmic SFRs shows a peak at
z ! 2. Figure 15 shows the cosmic supernova rates with our

Figure 14. Same as Figure 13, but for different SN Ia models: our SD model
with (red solid line) and without (cyan dotted line) metallicity effect, DD model
(green short-dashed line), and MR01 model (blue long-dashed line).
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Figure 15. Cosmic SN Ia rate histories (green lines) as a composite of those
in spirals (blue lines) and ellipticals (red lines) in the supernova units (upper
panel) and in the units of the comoving density (lower panel) for our SD model
with (solid lines) and without (dotted lines) metallicity effect. Observational
data sources are: Cappellaro et al. (1999), open triangles (for total, Ss, and
Es); Hamuy & Pinto (1999), asterisk; Hardin et al. (2000), four-pointed star;
Pain et al. (1996), open pentagon; Pain et al. (2002), filled pentagon; Riess
(1996), open diamonds; Madgwick et al. (2003), cross; Blanc et al. (2004),
filled square; Cappellaro et al. (2005), inverted open triangle; Botticella et al.
(2008), three-pointed stars; Neil et al. (2006), filled triangle; Tonry et al. (2003),
filled diamond; Dahlen et al. (2004), filled circles; Barris & Tonry (2006), open
squares; Kuznetsova et al. (2008), open circles; Poznanski et al. (2007), stars.
The SN II rate history is shown with the green dot-dashed lines on the top, and
the observed SN II rates are shown with gray color.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

new SN Ia model (solid lines), as a composite of those in spirals
(blue lines) and ellipticals (red lines) in SNu (upper panel) and
in the unit of the comoving density (lower panel), respectively.
The SN II rate (green dot-dashed lines) traces the star formation
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まとめ
+ Ia型超新星を用いたcosmologyはsystematic error ~ statistical errorの時代
+ dust extinctionを避けた観測が必要。その一つのやり方がNIRでのサーベイ。
+ 超新星観測には宇宙望遠鏡が適している。
+ WISH UDSはうまくスケジュールをすれば~2000天体のIa型超新星を発見。
+ WISHには専用望遠鏡の強みがある。
+ strategyは3つ考えうる。観測バンドは最低3つ。cosmologyの観点では、rest-frame I-

bandが観測時間、redshift範囲の観点からベスト(?)

- rest-frame B-band: 今と同程度のsystematic errorを許せば、1.0<z<3.0

- rest-frame I-band: systematic errorを有意に減らせる。0.2<z<2.2

- rest-frame H-band: 同上。z<1.4

+ 0.8-1.8µmでgrism分光をしたい。z<1は地上可視でOK。
+ 同じデータからSN rateもおもしろいこと(z>1.5 SN Ia rate, IIn rate, dusty fraction)がで
きそう
+ Subaru/HSCなどの可視望遠鏡とスケジュールをうまく調整できると、photo-z精度(タイプ
分類も含めて)向上により分光観測時間を減らせる。


